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Presenting the
Crossroads Software Traffic Collision Database System

The Crossroads Software Traffic Collision
Database System provides powerful, easy
solutions for traffic records management and
analysis. Running in the familiar Windows 7
environment, the Collision Database makes
data input easy with drop-down menus, “automatch” features, colored active fields, and
easy-to-read navigation buttons. The system is
also powerful; it uses city street layout
information to verify the location of every
collision in the database, thus providing an
unparalleled level of accuracy. Using a full
relational database engine to store, query, and
edit collision records and an optional GIS
mapping module, the Collision Database
System analyzes collision data and produces
multiple reports, collision diagrams, and maps
of your collision information in just the format
you need.
The Collision Database System also analyzes
that data and produces reports so that
engineering departments, police departments,
and managers can fully understand collisions in
their cities and, ultimately, take measures to
prevent them. Users can run queries for
virtually every parameter imaginable and then
produce multiple, color-coded reports for
Intersection Historical and High Incidence,
Midblock Historical and High Incidence,
citations, DUIs, collisions by month, week, or
day, and many more.
Presentation quality color collision diagrams are available at
the touch of a button. You specify the location, date range, and
any other collision parameters you want (such as collision
type, distances, conditions, and primary collision factors), and
the diagrams will print to any Windows-supported printer or
plotter. The collision symbols used in the diagrams are
straight-forward and intuitive.

Highly Developed Input Screens

The data input screens within the Collision
Database System allow inputting of full
collision and citation records through easily
navigable forms developed to reflect
standardized collision record formats. These
screens let users enter complete collision
records through “one point of entry” which
include all sections of the collision record.
Collision records can actually be read into the
system using several methods and from various
sources. A variety of standard formats (such as
the California SWITRS reports) can be read in
from diskette automatically.

GIS Mapping

Another aspect of the Collision Database
System's analysis component is the ability to
produce detailed GIS maps. After running a
General Query or queries for Intersection High
Incidence, Midblock Historical, and Midblock
High Incidence, corresponding GIS maps are
automatically updated in ESRI's ArcView. The
query results are displayed on a citywide GIS
map, and you can show individual locations as
well as highlighted intersections and midblock
segments. You can run, for example, a query
to show all collisions involving school-age
pedestrians on a specific day of the week and
have the collision locations appear on the map.
Even midblock collisions are located along the
streets automatically. Clicking on an
individual location yields the relevant
information for that collision record.
Queries can be run to highlight the top ten
intersection locations or midblock segments (or
any number you prefer), ranking them by
collision rate or number of collisions. Full
color layouts are easily printed with maps,
graphics, compasses, legends, and additional
text and graphics.

Data Verification

A unique feature of the Crossroads Software
Collision Database System is its ability to
resolve conflicts in the location information.
Conflicts are common because individuals
often report street names with various
spellings, abbreviations, and discrepancies.
Street Name Verification is one of the most
important steps in data input and analysis
because it ensures that nearly all reported street
names match the formal, uniform names in the
Street Layout Table. Verification is necessary
in order for all queries and reports to be
accurate.
To be more precise, the system resolves street
name conflicts by keeping a table of verified
street names along with a street layout table
which describes the layout of the intersections
and the distances and directions between them.
The system then verifies the street name
information for each collision record by
matching the street name in the Existing Streets
Table. It then checks the cross street against
the Street Layout Table. This process results in
a database free from inaccuracies in query
results caused by non-standard street name
entries.

In addition to verifying street name
information, the Collision Database System
also runs a check to verify that other
information in each collision record is not
conflicting by checking other fields, including
the following:
Checks that collision type is possible, given the
party directions of travel and the
movements preceding collison.
Checks that “involved with” matches against
the party types listed.
Checks that the distance and direction are
possible by comparing against the Street
Layout Table.
Checks party ages, sex, and various party and
victim information for accuracy.
Checks for duplicate records.

Queries and Reports

Multiple queries and reports are available to
give you just the information you need. Using
the system's query screens, you can select date
ranges and locations; you can make your query
as inclusive as you wish, covering all collisions
citywide or narrowing the search to include
only collisions with specific attributes of fields
such as primary collision factor, collision type,
conditions, degree of injury, and more; and you
can select your query parameters from nearly
any field kept in the collision records. You can
easily select query specifications using dropdown lists.
Some of the most useful reports include:
General Query: This provides the ability to
query nearly any field in a collision report.
You can query for all collisions that are within
nearly any combination of primary factors,
conditions, injury extent, collision type, and
more.
High Incidence Queries: These queries search
for the top collision intersection locations or
midblock segments within the city or the top
collision locations on a specific roadway within
a specified date range. These queries may be
narrowed by collision factors and surrounding
data. The accident rate may be requested in the
query.
Intersection Historical Query: Allows you to
query a specific intersection within a chosen
date range. Collision factors and other
information may be used to limit the query
further.
Midblock Historical Query: This query is the
same as the Intersection History Query, except
that it includes information only on midblock
sections and not intersections.

In addition, a variety of queries and reports are available
for pedestrian collisions, bicycle collisions, traffic
citations, citations versus collisions, DUIs, and much
more. For law enforcement agencies, the ability to
track, analyze, and query citations is particularly useful.
Users can run reports for citation statistics, query for
citations based on age, race, day and time, and other
parameters, and produce officer activity reports.
All reports can be viewed on screen and printed for
presentation. In addition, results for most queries can
be viewed on a GIS map.

Citations

The Collision Database System comes with
complete capabilities for inputting, managing,
and editing traffic and parking citations. What
is more, it also produces a variety of useful
citations reports, which breakdown and analyze
the citation data. The reports include:
Breakdown of Citation Statistics, Summary of
Citation Statistics, Citations by Day and Time,
Citations by Age Range, Bicycle Citation
Summary, Parking Citation Totals, and more.
Like collision records, the citations records can
be imported from or output to an external
database.

Emerging Technologies

Crossroads Software currently offers a
Collision Report Program for the Palm
Operating System. It can run on any hand-held
device running the Palm OS, including the
3COM Palm Pilot and the Handspring Visor.
Reports can be filled out on the hand-held
device while in the field and then “synced”
with the Traffic Collision Database.
Crossroads Software is in the process of
developing a citation-writing program for other
hand-held devices, most notably for those
running the Windows CE operating system.
These emerging technologies make data
collection and reporting easier not only for the
officer in the field but for all those involved in
records management and analysis.

Traffic Counts Management

Crossroads Software's Traffic Collision
Database System is packaged with a separate
database for storing and managing traffic count
information. The Counts Management Sytem
allows input of counts by direct reading of files
produced by a wide variety of 24-hour machine
counters and count boards, as well as by
manual input using Crossroads Software's onscreen forms. A query module produces
reports for locations whose counts are older
than a specified date, locations with specified
average daily traffic volumes, or certain turning
movement count characteristics. This system
also provides the traffic count information
needed by the Collision Database to calculate
collision rates.
And like the Traffic Collision Database
System, the Counts Management System is
easy to learn and use.

Training and Support

www.crossroadssoftware.com

Crossroads Software’s clients receive full
training for installing, configuring, and using
the software, as well as detailed user manuals.
Equally important, clients also receive product
and technical support via phone and email
directly from Crossroads Software’s
programmers, who know the software inside
and out because they built it.
In addition, product and technical support is
available online at
www.crossroadssoftware.com, where users can
view and download software manuals and
guides and obtain the latest upgrades for the
Traffic Collision Database System. The web
site also features Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs) to provide answers for some of the
most common product and technical questions.
Most of all, Crossroads Software is dedicated
to providing one-on-one support and to
listening to clients’ needs and concerns.
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